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FOREWORD

In recent years, an increasing number of women have been
professionally employed outside the home andtin 'occupations once
regarded as almo4t the exclusive domain "of males. Likewise, members of
racial minority group.hNe seen entering professional occupations at a
notably greater rate'tllan ip earlier years. in 1965, for example, 6.9 percentof employed Minorities were in professional and technical occupations,
but by 1975 this proportion had risen to 11.4 percent.- During the-same
interval, the proportion of.wiTite's -in professional and related occupations
increased from 13.2 percent to 15.5 percent.

Examination of the changing roleg of women anb minorities in
science and engineering is receiving increasing attention. Discussigifof
this topic raises many ouestibns, most prominent of which 'are those
relating to the labor market experience7employments, unemployment,
salaries, 'etc.and the utilization of these segments of 'the populationsfrom a human resources point of view..Effective policy planning related to,,
these issues requirg gbod fattual information. Consequently, the
National Science Foundation is developing a continuously improving
statistical data base on this component of the technical human resources
systetn , _-

This analytical repori was developed trourexisting-statistical data to
, I illuminate the role of women and minorities in-science and engineering.

it was prepared in the Division of Science Resources Studies by
Michael F. Crowley under thle general direction of Robert R. Trumble,
Head, Manpower Studies Section,, -Nat portion of the report concerned
with the extent of utilization of women and minorities in science and
engineering.draws heavily from a paper developed by Naomi A. Sulkin in
the ScienceEducation Studies Group.

January 1977

1 .

Charles E. Falk
-)Director

Division of Science Resources
Studies-
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HIGHLIGHTS o

About 96,000 women were employed as scientists and engineers in
.1974. These women represented 6 percent of the total number-1.7
millionof employed scientists and engineers iln the United States.

1

Almost One-half_ (89,000 out of 185,000) of attlfemale scientists and
engineer's were not employed 4nd.were not seeking employment.
Only 12 percent (222,000 out .ofp(most 1.8 million) of the male

nscientists and engineers were ot labor force in 1974.

.1 About 5 percent of a employed scientists and engineers both .

sexes in 19744-79,0 were members of racial minority groins.

Women constituted 7.6 percent (17,300) of the employed doctoral
scientists and engineers in 1973, and represented 8.7 percent of all
doctoral scientists and engineers.
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Asians of both sexes made up the largest racial minority group amortio,
employed doctoral scientists and engineers, repr,esenting almost 5
percent .of the total, Biack of both sexes constituted less than 1
percent of the total employed, and other minorities represented
even smaller proportions.

The unemployment rate (those not
.
employed lout seeking employ-

.

inent) fqr female scientists and engineers was about 2 percent in 1974.
For malesthe rate was about 1 percent.

,
Among,minorit'y scientists and engineers, the unemployment rate
was less than 1 percent.

Women scientists and engineers had lower annual salaries than males
in 1974: The median annual salary for males was $19,400; for wommit
was $15,700.' .

. 4
women- Among doctoral scientists and wengineers, oMen had lower overall

. '. slaries' than men in 19737,-$17,600 for womentand $21,200 for mtn.
..-.._-..

. .

Asian and other racial minorities generally had 19weLsalarie
White or Black Scientists and engineers at the-dtoralTeket

o r
O

4 ,

r .

, The gap in starting salaries for women scientists and engineers is
narrowing. For example, the average offer a he'B.S. level to linen in
the biological sciences was $9,600 per year 1p75, 6.5 percent above °"*.
1974. For women, the average off in was $8,832, an increase of

. almost 11 percent over 1974. 1.

The lack of women in science is nOttue to a failure to develop the
requisite background skills prior to and during high school.

.Mindrities, however, appear not to have edeveloped those
background skills needed for science activities by the time they
complete high school.

In 1974 women earned 30 percent of the bachelor's degrees awarded
in scienc-Ward engineering, and in 1975 women earned 16 percent of,
all science and engineering doctorates.

,
The proportion of doctor's degrees in science and engieneering
earned by Whites increased between '1974 and 1975. -

Only 18 percent of the women who .earned a bachelor's degree and
expressed a desire for a career in science or engineering in 1965 were
engaged in their chosen career 6 years later; the comparable figure
for me7.was about 50 percent.

O

Q



INTRODUCTION
f

This report focuses ontwo separate but intertwined issues. The first
issue is concerned with whether there is a pioblem or series of problems
*related to the employment of women and minoritiesin the scientificl 4nd
engineeri (S/E) workforce. The analysis of tl s issue revolves around

° labor mar et indicator or force participation, employment, un-
epiploym nt, an aries.2 The second issue is concerned with whether
there is a underutilization ofwomen and minorities as &human resource
in scienc and engineering, aril:1,Y so, to what extent, and why. The issue
of and rutilizatibn is addressea, 15y looking at science abilities and
potent I; early $areer choices; participation in cience .studies at the
colleg and university level; and the transition from school to employ-
men it the $ /E, Tabor force.

n addressing these issue's, it was extrerrAkelifficult to determine,
ca al relationships. However, data are presented throughout this report
th t Provide insights and a gi-eater understanding of the issues. For

ample, data indicate that the science potential for bath males and
emales in high school is about equal, but that relatively few women enter

careers in sciente. While these types;of data help define an issue and
pinpoint specific problem' 'areas they do not necessarily explain the
causes of the prbblem.

I

1 Science includes the physical, life, social, and mathematical sciences. xcluded are those
medical practiitioners, such as dentists, engaged in 64tient care, Curses, etc.

2 The data in this report on employment, Ipbor farce participation, etc., include informan on
non -U.S. citizens as well as citizens. Since some naticitizens may be members of racial mi prity
groups, the data presented may, to some extent, have the effect of overstating theeparticipation of
AmerVan-born minorities in the S/E labor force. Pat pirtainiing only to U.S, citizens is so noted in the
text. ,..--, ... . , 1 .

:',43 ..
,
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Part I .

WOMEN AND MINORITIES. INKHE
SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
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Size of ,the Science and Engineering
ropulation-41abor Force Participation

4

ALL SCIENTISTSANE) EtIG1N ERS

There Were approximely 2-Million scientists and engineers in the
, United States in 1974; About 185,000 (9.4 percent) were women. More

than 9of every 10 women were-scientists rather than engineers. Only 4 of
every 10 men, however, were scientists..Th. concentration of women in
science rather- than en5ineering seems to reflect, -to some extent,
occupation ereOtyping, both on the part of-society and,on the part of

.women t emslves. ,

y ^

r'nost pine -half of all female scie tists'and engineers (47 percent)
were of in the labor force in 1974; tha: is, theyWere "not employed and
were notiseeking employment." In co rast, approximately 1 percent of
the male scientists were not in the labor force in 1974.

2

0

16

Scientists an

/0
i ,

7

/

The participation orboth male and female scientists and engiheers in
the labor force differs somewhat from the labor force p-acticipation of the
general population. For exampT,' for the general population, about,55
percent of the females were not in the labor force, as were almost 24
percent of the men. The great r participation 15f all 'scientists and
engineers in thetlabor forceis at .1 ast partially explaineci by the slightly
older S/E population and their hi her levels of education. Labor force
participation generally increases, o a point, with age and. educational
attainment.

It may' seem surprising that the S/E4abor force participation of
scientists and engineers of both sexes was less tban .t-e for those in the
general population who he-comioreted 4, or more years of college. In
1974, 36.5 percent of the females who had Completed 4 or more years of
college were not in.the labor force as were 9 percent of tho-males.

, -

4engineers by field, sex,,and race: 1974

Field Total ''' Male
I

Total 4. 1,973,000 1,788,000

-nysical s ientists 188,000 170,000
Mathem icil scientists 60,000 45,200
Comput r specialists 125,000 101,000
nviron ental scientists 52,000. 49,000

tngine rs a 1,072,000 1,064,000
Lifessci ntists 194,000 160,000
Psych logists. 95,000 68,000
'Soda scientists 18,7,000. 131,000

1

Sex Race

Female White Black
American

Indiana., Astap Ot er 4
185,000 1,886,000 31,700 1,800 36,500 0

18,000

15,000

24,000
3,000

8,00q
34,000
27,000

56,000

179,000 1

57,000
- 120,000

51,000 it
1,035,000

184,000
90,000

172,000

3,500
1,900

2,500

100
8,500
3,500
1,100

10,200

(1) 4,600 1,

''t"(') 4 ' 1,300 (1)
(1) 1,300 70 ,

(1) 500 ': (1)
500 , 20,200 8,1001

(1) 2,700 3,300

(1) 2,600 800 '

500 2,200 2,100 ,

, . '4 r
;Less than 900. 11

1'4;
Note: Detail-may -not add to total because of rounding.
Source: National Science Foundation, Manpower Characteristics Systems

.
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Several hypotheses could be explored to help evlain the above data:.
scientists and engineers may, on.the average, be older than the general
population with' 4 or more years of college, and hence, more may be

--retired; .relatively more scientists and engineers may be out of the labor' -
force because they are going to school on a full-tinie basis; or the "low"
labor force participation of scientisss.and engineers may reflect particular,.
definitions used by NSF in defining this population.3

The reasons for scientists and engineers not being in the labor forde
differ considerably between men and women and generally reflect
traditional societal roles. assigned men and women. Of those female
scientists and engineers not in the labor force, only about 20 percent were
retired. The remaindewere out of the labor force for 'other reasons;"
such as family responsibilities, ill health, 6tc. ;hese "other reasons" also
may reflect pasudiscrimination against women in science and engineer-
ing..In contrast, about 80 percent of the male scientists and engineers not
in the labor force in 1974.were retired.4

Less than 5 percent of all scientists and engineers of th sexes in
1974-87,000were members biracial minority groups. Of ese, about
one in five were women. Among White scientists and engine s, about 1
in 10 were women:

,Members of minority roups who are scientists arra engineers were
..more likely than theirs White counterparts to'be in the labor force. Thus,
about 15 percent of the White scientists,and engineers were not, in the
labor force in 1974, compared to only about 8.5 percent of the minority
group members, The higher labo'r force participation rate for minority
-group scientists, and engineers is somewhat sip-Prising since the
proportion of women among minority group.scientists and engineers is
about twice that for Whites and 47 percent of all women scientists and.-
elagineers are not in the labor force. The high labor force participation
rate for minorities. may reflect more favorable career opportunities for
minority group scientists and engineers vis-a-vis minorities in the general
population because of equal employment rand affirmative-action -
legislation. Also,tivenhistorical patterns of discrimination, it may reflect a
greater commitment to gainful employment'in science and engineering
among minority group scientists and engineers.

. .} See technical ,nates. t,, °

4 National ScienCe FOundation, Cf4r oeiislics of the National Sample of Scientists and Engineers,
1974 Part 2 Employment (NSF 761 ), (Washingt D.C. 20402: Supt. of Documents, U.S.
COvernonent Printing Office, 1977).

41,
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As would be expected, because of average age and education, the
labor force participation for both White and minoritygroup scientists and
engineers are considerably above thie,rates,for the general population.
The relatively- large proportibn of the general population 16 years_of age
and older not in the labor force reflects,. in addition to the relatively large.
-number of women, a large number of full-time_ students: .

.About 70 ,percent of the White scientists and engineers not in ,the
labor force in 1974 were retired, while only 22 percent of those beloriging
tb the racial minority group were retired, acc'brding to data developed as
part of the National Samples of scientists4nd engineerS'.Jhis reflects to
some extent, the relatively fewer numbers of minority group scientists and
engineers who are 55 years of age or older.

c

(

a

DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Women constituted. 8.7 percent of the doctoral scientists and
engineers-. in 1973. Most (86 percent), women doctoral scientists and
engineers were White. Of the remainder, Asians outnumbered Blacks by
More than 3 to 1. Tl representation of women in different fielde varied
considerably. Or all women scientists and engineers with a:doctorate,
over 36 percent were in life sciences (primarily biological) and another

27'

percent were in psychology. Again, "these4sttibutions may reflect-
society's "traditional" expectations for women. For example; biologiCal
sciences may be- viewed by the general public as t health" related, and'""
"health" along with psychology may be viewed as "helping" occupations.
Fdllowing from women's traditional roles as wives and mothers, women
mipt, be encouraged, pressured, etc., into "helping" fi thr-1 e
distributions may also reflect limited opponunities ar men in the
physical sciences.

s See-technical notes.

20
w

Asians of both sexes make up thejargest racial minority gtoup among
doctoral scientists and engineers, representing,4.5 percent of the total.
Blacks of both sexes constitute less than 1 percent of the total, and other .
minorities represent even smaller proportions.

About 15 percent .of the wdmen with Ph.D.'s in science
engineering were not in the labor force in 1973. For men, the comparab&
rate, was 5.5 percent! Among racial minorities, 9 percent of those holding -
the Ph.D. in science and engineering were not in the labor force; slightly '-
higher than the' 8.5 percent average for the S/E popdlation, who were
members of racial minority groUps.6

6 Based on clatp contained
FoufidatiOn.

,. d

in the Manpower Characteristics System, National Sciegce

Women and minority doctoral scientists and engineers by field: 1973

Field

Total

Total

244,900

Minorities (both sexes)

omen Black
21;300

Physical scientists 53,400 2,400
Mathematical scientists 13,500 1

Computer specidlisti 100
Environmental scientists 11,100 300
'Engineers 37,4Q0 200
Life s 'en s 65,500 7,700

sychologists q..--- 28,34 i- 5,800
Social Scientists ; 32,800- r el 3,600
No report o 800 200

American No
Indian Asian Othej--re ort

100 _____11;000"300 19;000

;--,-,-,--...").`t 2,500 100- 4,000
100 r" c-- e.'-* too (') 1,200
(1) -- ' 100 '(1) 300
(1) A

300 (1) 700
100 (') 3,100 100 2,200
600 (I) 2,800 100 .4,700
200 el 300 (1) 2,100-
400 (1) -1,200 (1)1 2,900
(') (') 2tt

1 Less thanS
Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

National.Scierke Foundation;-Mippower Characteristics System.
.c,

, e

-21

. Source:



Employment of Scientists and Engineers

es

.
,, .

. ,

The number of females employed as scientists and engineers in
\, Y 1974-96,000-represented about 6 percent of all employed scientists and

engineers. Among female scientists and engineers, the largest proportion
.....

(22 percent) were computer specialists. It is interesting tolote that about
88 percent of the female computer specialists in the S/E population were
employed. By wayof contrast, only 53 percent of the life scientists and 23
percent of the social scientists:were employed. This relatively high ratio
betwgen the number of 'female computer specialists in the 'population
and their employmeromp.uter specialists may reflect' the more.
favorable employmeht opportunities for, the computer specialist-a
relatively new occupation v ich has grown so rapidly that demand
frequently exceedd supply. ince traditional barriers to employment
tend-to-fall in the face of a skill shortage, women May havk 'found

\

employment as computer specialists because..they had the educational
background and were available for employment.

The employment of female scientists and engineers, as computer
specialists is generally consistent with the data presented inithe section on
the transition of scientists and engineers from school to work (p. 16).
Those data indicate that MbSt of' the women Who planned careers (and
hold degrees) in the natural sciences and who do not worVas natural
scientists work in the computer field.

The total number of minorities employed as scientists and engineers
y11974 was about 79,000 (5 percent of the total). Of these, 42 percent were
Asians and 37 percent were Black.

Employment of scientists and engineers, by sex and race: 1974

Sex,

'" Field Total Male; Female- White'

Total
minor- -

ities -Brick
American

Indian Asians Other
Total 11,662,000 96,000 1,583,000 79,0004. 30,000 .1,600 33,000 15,000

Physical scientism 156,000 141,''' / 14,009 147,000 8,000 3,000 1) '' 4,000,' 1,000
Mathematical scientists
Computer specialists

45,000

122,000
4 1138,

101,000
/ 7,000

21,000'
42,000

116,000
3,000

5,000--
1400
2,000

1) 1,000

') 2,000-
(1
600

r. Environmental scientists 44,000 4200Q . 1,800 43,000 -1,000 (1) 1) (1) V)
Engineers 999,000 93,000 5,000 963,000 '29,000' 8,000- ( .. 1) 20,000 8,000 Ag
life scientists 136,000 11,000 18,000 .129,000 7,000 3,000 1) 2,000 2,000

-Psychologists 61,000 46,000 15,000 57,000 44,000. 1,000 ') 2,000 500
Social scientists x 100,000 87,000. 13,000 86,000 14,000 10,000' SOO , 2,000 2,000

22

1 Less than 500.
Note: Detail may 'not add to totals because of rounding.
Source: National Science Foundation, Man Characteristics System.

O
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The occupational (fields of science) distribution of minority scientists
and engineers was significantly different than that for -Whites; for
example, 36 percent of the minority group were engineers, compared to
60 percent of the White scientists and engineers. Among science fields,
the largest number of minority grotip members were employed as social
scientists (18 percentj. Among minority groups' social scientists, about 7 of
every 10 were Black. Only 5 percent of the White scietists were employed

4 as social .sciensists.

In 1974 women constituted almost 40 percent of theemploye,d labor
force,' but only about 6 percentpf the employed scientists and engineers.
Miriorities represented nearly 11 percent of all empioyed persons, but
only about 5 percent of those employed as scientists and engineers.

Of the 227,000 employed doctoral scientists and engineers, 17,000 or
7.6 percent, were women. The largest number of employed women were
life scientist followed by psychologists and social scientists.8

Among the employed doctoral scientists and engineers in 1973,
relatively more women than meDmere employed in nonscience jobs,and
were employed ona part lime basis. For example, about 7 percent of the

- women were in nonscienee jobs as were 5 percent of the men. Almost 16
percent of the employed women were- working part time, compared to
only 2 percent of the men; The amount of voluntary nonscience and part-

-time employment among women is Unknown, however.

7 Executive Office of the President, Employment and Training Report of the President (Incl.
Reports by the U.S. Department of Labor and the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare).
Transmitted to the Congress 1976. (Washington, D.C. 20402rSupt.".of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office.)

8 Data on the characteristics of doctoral scientists dnd engineers in 1975 were retekved by the
Foundation subsequent to the development of this report. In 1975:about 22,500 ferrae doctoral
scientists and engineers were employed, representing about 8.6 percent of the total number of
employed doctoral scientists arid' engineers.' .

6

24

A

Asians constituted the lirgest prOportion among doctorbl scientists
and engineers who are members of racial minorities gfoups. in 1973,Pver
80 percent were Asians;Withiklacks accounting-for approximately 13
percent.

.

Are there indications that women and minority scientific and
technical PersonnelAace labor market problems different from those
faced by the overall scientific and technical workforce? Besides labor
force participation, two statistical indicators of potential labor market
problems are- unemployment rates and salary levels. These indicators
suggest possible areas of concerp by helping to define the dimensions of
problems and assist in the deVelopment pf policy options to overcome.
difficulties.

mployed women and minority do&oral scientist's and engineers by.tield: 1973

Field Total

Minorities (both sexesr

Women Black
American

Indian Asian Other
No

report
Total 226,950 17,300. 1,700 100 10,450. 300 16,250

49,100 1,900 400 (') 2,350 50 3,400,Physicalscientists
Mathematical scientists 12,600 800.. 100 650 (') 1,100
Computer specialists 2,900 0 . 100 50 100 (') 250
Environmental scientists 10,550 250 (1)

.
300 -- 800

Engineers 36,200 150 100 (') 3,100 50! 2,050
Life scientists
PsyChologists

59,350

26,050
6,100

5,000
550

200
(1)

(')
2,600

300

100

(')
4,000

2,250
Social scientists . 29,850 alli0 300 50 1,100 . 50 .2,400
No report 150 (1) (I) (1) 424' (1)

:

' Less than 50.
Note: Detail may not add tb total because pf rounding.
Source: National Science Foundation, Manpower Characteristics System.

1`.
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Unemployment Rates

.r

. t-

.1

, Data developed by thecNational Science Foundation have a fairly high-
degree of statistical reliability (relatively low standard or sampling errors)
and indicate that the unemployment rate for male scientists and engineers
in 1974 was about 1 percent and that the rate for female scientists and
engineers approached 2 percent. [Among minorities the unemployment
rate /was less than 1 percent.] The error range associated with the
estimated unemployment rate for males is ±0.05 percent. For females, the
estimated error range is ± 0.25 percent .9

Considerably more detailed data are available on unemployment
among women'and minorrty'doctoral scientists and engineers. The overall
uriemployffient rate for male doctoral scientists and engineers in 1973 (less
than 1 percent) vV'as about the same as that for male scientists- and
engineers, regardlegs of degree, and considerably below the unemploy-
Merit; rate lor ail males in the economy (4.1 percent in .1973). Forwomen
doctorates, the unemployment:rate was 19 percent19(+0.2 percent at one
standard error), and among racial mvinoritydoctorate groups of both sexes
it was about 1.6 percent." Among the general population, the
unemployment rate for women was 6.0 percent, among minorities it was
8.9 percent.12 About 80 percent of the unemployed women doctoral
scientists and engmeers were White; another 13 percent were.Asians. No
unemployMent was reported for Black females. About 270 of the

. approximately 700 unemployed female doctoral scientists and engineers
of all races. in 1973 were life scientists, representing a 4.3-percen.
unemployment rate. Physical scientists reported the highest unemployL/

...merit rate (7.3 percent), while, there was no reported unemployment

9 Unemployment rates for scientists anciagineers developed by thefoundation are composites
develobed from seven different surveys-Ind:data sources. The error ranges shown are not the

Al.:"Standard errors" normally used to measure sampling reliability. These serve, rathbr, as proxies for the
/ estimated standard error. 4;

10 National Science Foundar a fled Statistical rabies Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists
and Engineers in the UniteciSla es, 1 7, (NSF 75-312-A) (Washington, D.C. 20550, 1975).

\' " In 1975 the unemploy nt rA . among female doctoral scientists and engineers was 3.0
percent; for males lt was 0.8 peicent. d.

12 Department of Labor Bureau f )eir Statistics, Employment and Earnings, December 1976,
Vol. 23, No. 6 (Washington, 2: pt. of documents, U.S. Government Printing Office).

.1)
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Unemployment rates for doctoral scientists
and engineers, by sex and race: 1973

Sex and race

Unemployment

Number Rate

Standard
error

(Percent)

Total 2,600 12 0.05

Sex:

Men 1,900 .9 .05
Womerif . 700 ' 3.9 .?

Race:
White 2,200 1.) .05
Black (1) --
American Indian (2) 4.9 5.3
Asian 200 1.7 .3
O4her , 12), 3.4 2.3
No report 200 1.3 .2

1 No cases reported.
2 Less than 50.

Note: Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
Estimates are rounded to nearest 100.Percentages are calculated
on undttunlied data,

Source: National Science Foundation, Manpower Charac-
teristics System.

among fernale toral computer specialists. kAmong the other major
fields ofemployment, mathematical, environmental, and social scientists,
and psychologists reported below-average unemployment rates, while
engineers showld an above-average unemployment rate. With the
exception of computer specialists, however, the reported unemployMent
rates in major occupational fields for females were well above the average
for all male doctoral scientists and engin'eers.13

," National Science Foundation, Detailed Statistical Tables. CMrac,teristics of Doctoral Scientists
and Engineers in the United States, 1973, op. cit.
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The reported unemployment rate for female doctoral scientists and
engineers is twice that reported for all female scientists and engineers
regardless of degree level. This ay be somewhat surpris,ing since
unemployment generally is inversely related to educational attainment.
Of some interest is the fact that almost one-third of those doctoral-level
females reported as unemployed were between the ages of 30 and 34, the
age where family responsibilities may peak; for men, 22 percent were in
the 30 to 34 age group." Furthermore, there is some speculation that those
holding the Ph.D. identify with a particular field of science and frequently
consider theotselves "in the labor force" and seeking employment even
though they \have not taken any specific action to look for employment, or
ale available fOr employment only under a fairly narrow range of
conditioni. If some of the females reported as unemployed havestrong
location preferenceI-because, for example, of the presence of ahusband
wh45 may be considered the primary Wage earner, or if they have young
children and satisfactory child-care arrangements can not be foundthe
"meaning" of the reported unemployment is subject to differing
interpretations. The surveys upon4which the unemployment rates are
developed do not ask respondents to specify what they had done to seek
employment, or under what conditionsati-r* salary;' location, etc.
they wad accept employment.

In addition, t4,reported unemploymentrate for all female scientists
and engineers is based on standard labor market analyses and_treats new
entrants to the labor force who hold less than the Ph.D. in science and
engineering and who are not employed, as outside the S/E labor forcer._
Thus, a person (1) who holds less than the Ph421.-t(2) who has never worked
as a scientist or engineer, and (3) who is ynemialoyed, is not tabulated as an,
unemployed scientist or engineer. Generally, occupational unemploy:,
meet rates developed by the Labor Department (anc1NSF) relate to the last
jobrie unemployed. However, a "new" Ph.D. is considered part of the
Phl. . S/E population, and may be tabulated assn unemployed scientist or
engineer.

14 National Academy of Sciences, Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United States. 1973
ProfilA (Washington, D.C. 20418, March 1974).
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Salaries

Data developed by the Foundation indicate that women scientists
and engineers have lower annual salaries than males. In 1974 the median
annual salary for 'males was $19,40; for women, $15,700. The salary
differential between men, and women varies considerably among fields,
ranging from a difference of $2,300 for computer specialists to a difference
of $5,800 for medical scientists. Salary differentials reflect many variables
including type of employer, age, work activity, and years of work
experience. Thus, for example, the median age for males was 42 years and
for women it was 35 years. In addition, a greater proportion df men than
women were engaged in Management and 'administration, the work
activity generally paying the highest salary. Also, relatively more woi'nettet, r
than menvere in the life sciences, and life scientists of either sex received '
salaries lowe,r than the overall median for all scientists and engineers.

Median_annual salaries of the'1970 science/engineering
labor force, by field, type of employer, and work activity: 1974

r,.
Field

. Type of employer Work activity

fitsiness
&

Total /industry

University
& 4-year
college

Federal
Gover9-

ment R&D

Management
or admin-
istration ;reaching

Total $19,300 $19,000 $19,400 $21,700 $18,400 $22,600 $19,200

Physical scientists 19,700 18;700 21,700 19,000 24,500 19,000
Mathematical

scientists

.19,500
.

19,800 20,700 19,400 21,700 21,400 .24,200 18,000
Computer, specialists ... 18,400 18,200 17,000 20,900 19,100 20,700 18,900
Environmental 1 i

scientis s 20,100 20,200 19,300 21,400 20,100 22,900 18,900
Engmee 119,400 19,000 20,800 22,300 18,300 22,600 20,400
Life sci Lists ,..' ,,. 1 ,806

4,
18,300 19,200 -.17,700 17,900 19,000 18,500

Psychologists e; 1 ,400 19.600 19,300 22,700 19,500 22,200 18,700
Social scientists ' ' 1' 1,20,200 24,300 20,100 24,600 20,200 23,100 19,800

,/

Source: National Science FoundationManpOwserdaracteristics System.
\t, \
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Management Et
.administration

25%

Among doctoral scientists and engineers, women had lower overall
salaries than men in 1973. For example, for all fields combined men had
annual salaries of $21,200. The comparable figure for women was
$17?600.15 This same general pattern 4hows across all occupations, and
across types of employer and work activity. Salary differentials by race are
more mixed. Thus, Black scientists and engineers had )lightly, higher
median salaries than did Whites ($21;000), primarily because of the
relatively higher salaries of Black social scientists, psychologists,. and
engineers.

Asians ($20,000) and other racial minorities' ($18,500) generally had
lower salarievhan White ,or Black scientists and engineers. Asian
mathemafical"cientists, .hoWever, had annual salaries ($20,100) slightly
above those fair Whites ($19,300), bUt slightly less than those for Blacks
($20,700).

" In 1975 the median annual s4lary for men was about $23,400, for women, about $19,100.

0 3f'

Median annual salaries of total and female
doctoral scientists and engineers, by

selected employer awl work activity: 1973

Employer and
work activity Total' Females t

Total $20,900 $17,600

Type of employer:
Business and industry 23,400 19.700
Educational institutions .... .... _ 19,300 17,100
Federal Government 23,700 22,100

Work activity:
R&D 20,600 17,400
Managemeht and administration2 26,700 22,300
Teachin 18,900 17,000

1 Males and females combined.
2 Includes the management and administration of W. -
Source: National Science Foundation, Manpower Ch'aracter-

istics System.
a

2
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National average monthlyl's.elary offers, bachelor's degree
candidates, by curriculum and sex: 1973-76

1.*

Curriculum

Men

Average offer

Women

Average offer

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

Business:
Accounting $925 $980 $1,617 $923 $984 $1,021
Business-general 809 847 878 '756 822 860
Marketing 782 810 853 721 772 814

Humanities and social sciences:
Hum Ankles 728 759 816 655 686 743
Social sciences 766 803 866 696- 725 770

Engineering:
Aeronautical 960 1,074 1,152 `994 a 4071 1,178
Chemical 1,042 1,196 1,278 1,033 ,197 0! 1,283,
Civil 697 1,064 - 1,104 971 1,098 1,153
Electrical 986 1,080 1,154 _1,001 1,116 1,175
Industrial 978 1,079 1,137 1,015 1,089 1,164
Mechanical 1,001 1,122 1,195 1,004 1,128 1,226
Metallurgical 1,003 1,134 - 1,212 1,015 1,089 1,210

Science:
Agricultural 789 , 817 856 728 781 826
Biological 751 800 820 664 736 795
Chemistry 891 962 1,011 867 944 , 1,052
Computer science 920,. 977 1,035 895 971 1,045
Health professions 777 868 883 ..734 789 825
Mathematics ..1378 924 992 871 982
Other physical and earth a

sciences 898 1,012 1,053 878 - 901 1,043

1 Monthly offer timef 12 equals annual salary offer.'
Source: The College Placement Council,. Salary Survey, final Reporriuly 1975.and July 1976./

- reduced in the Mute.

I

r
Starting Salaries

C

Data from the.Oollege Placement Council indicate that the gap in
starting salaries for women and_mindrity scientists and engineers may be

-.narrowing. For example, the average offer to men in the biological
sciences was $9,840 per year in 1976, 2.5 percent above 1975. For women,
the average offer in 1975 was $9,540, an increase of almost 8 percent over
1974.16

^ A 'similar trend can be seen among doctoral scientists and engineeri.
For those under 30 years of age, females had salaries about 10 percent
below those for males: For all age grdups, the difference was ap-
proximately 17 percent.

Because of the-relatively small number of women scientists and'
,engineers, their younger mecliari age, and the narrowing of the gap in
starting salaries between men anewomen, the differential in average
salaries paid men and worrier; in science and engineering is likely to be

J-

16 The College Placement Council, Salary Survey. Final repoo, July 1976. (Bethlehem, Pa.)

.
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Conclusions
. .
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a

The availabledataAnclicate that there are relatively few 'Women
scientists and even fewer engineers, and considerallly fewer minority
scientists and engineers of either sex. Tfie data also indicate that rel4tively
feW women and/or minority scientists-and engineers are unemPldyed.

The data on labor force participation and salary differentials indicate
possible problem areas. The labor force,partitipatiorwate of: female
scientists and engineers (53 percent) is significantly beloWibe rate for
male scientists afidengineers,(88.percent). The relatively low labor force
participation of female scientists and engineers may reflect the perSonal
preferences of these women: It also may indicate an actual or perceived
lack of job opportunities. Some female scientists an engi neers. riddou13,
are out of the labor" force because they have became discouraged in
looking for employment and think that jobs are lot !\;ailable.

12
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ikk Female doctoral scientists and engineers had lower annual median
rararies than did males not only by fields of science, but also by type of
erhployerfand by wc activity. However, data not currently available--
such as years of ex7eripnce, location preference, publication records,
hours devoted `to job, etcare.needed to explain different salar,y levels
before the reaso for this can be firily understood. The array cifsalary data
diip-Igyed in th. report, however, suggests the need for additional'study.

t.-.
.. The next section of this report moves away from the more traditional

labor market.'analyses and looks at-the.issileof underutilization of women.
arid minorities in science and engineering from a human resource point

- of view. Thus, the emphasis in the next section is on such factors as science
' abilitiesand the relationship between career-plans and career outcomes. .

:36
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Abilities

WOMEN

50

Women and men have about the same relatiVe abilities and potential
for successful careers in S/E fields. Studies of early childhood abilities
disclose that girls perform mucb.like b$S in tests believed to be related to
potenfial careers in the sciences; e.g., mathematical and space-relations
tests. By the junior high school years, boys' scores begin to exceed those of

. girls bn tests related to science potentia1.17 It is during these adolescent
years that many young people begin to develop their concepts about
future occupations and start to rake decisions about courses of stur33% to
prepare for occupations. Despite this divergence., however, studies show
'that by the 'end of high school there is little difference between the
Science potential of, these young adult men and women. Researchers
working with "PrbjekTalent" data, a longitudinal study of high school
student cohorts of the sixties, and with data on 1975 high school students,
have stated ". . clearly, the paucity of wom'en in science careers is not
due to a failure to develop the requisite abilities prior to and during high
schobl."18

17 Women in Science and Technology, a Report on a MIT Workshop. Cambridge: MIT Press, May
1973. -

" Development of Scientific Careers: The High School Years, Final Report. Palo Alto, Calif.:
American Institutes of Research, Aug. 1976.

14
8.

,

4'

4

MINORITIES

Minorities, however, appear not to have developed the background
skills needed for science activities prior to college entry. Important
background skills identified included mathematics, reading, and visual
imaserY4'skills. In both 1960 and 1975, Black high 'school students averaged
one standard deviation below the mean on scientific potential; their
performance on tests of science potential had norimproved over the 15-
year period. Only 3 percent of the Black students, compared to 15 percent
of all students, had scores as.high as the mean of those who successfully
established careers in science. Almost none of the Black students in the
Project Talent 41960) 11th grade sample had jobs in science in 1972-73.
Orientals showed science potential similar to that for Whites. The
researchers stated that "By and large Blacks and S'panish-surname
students have failed to develop the abilities needed for sciencecareers to
nearly the degree their White and Oriental peers have.v19

19bevilOpment of Scientific Careers, op. cit.,
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In engineering, nearly three-foruths-of the men but Less than one-
fourth of the women who planned in 1965 to eater engineering were
employed in engineering 6 yearsiater. Most of the women who did not
enter engineering were employed in. business-related occupations,
chiefly as computer programmers. It appears that women planning
careers in science or engineering driftInto, choose, or are forced to enter
less prestigious" and probal?ly lower paying occupations relative to theft.
original career choice.

In the social sciences about one -fifth of each sex attained statedor
closely related goals. Except for women's traditional occupations like
elemehtary education or social work, this field is the only one in the whole
occupational spectrum in which womer) realize their plans to.a greater
extent than men. In the social science category, the highest single
outcome for women, however, was"other prOfessional," which cpnsisted
largely of social workers.

Some measure of theextent to whiph womenoaie underutilized can
be seen from a Project Talent followup study of the professional outcomes

' of the high school juniors of 1960. Eleven years later, 5.5 percent of the
men and only eight-tenths of 1 percent of the women in the cohort were
4rking as S/E professionals, though nearly as many women as men
within the group had good science potential.

44
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Trends

The proportion of women in the science labor force has increased'
from 8 percen; in 1968 to 14 percent in 1974. In the ,latter year, by way of
comparison, women made up 10 percent of the physicianlaborfoece and
7 percent of the legal-judicial labor force. Women, however, represent
about 40 percent of all persons in professional and technical occupations.
This reflects the large number of professional women employed in
women's traditional fieldsteaching, nursing, ibrary wo(rk, etc.

Long-term historical data are not available on racial composition of
the S/E labor force. Available data frdm NSF, however, Inclecate there.was
little change in the racial composition between .1972 ind1974.22

Besides the growth of wornen'in the science labor force, another
striking difference between 1968 and 1974 is the distribbtion of women
scientists and engineers among types of employers. In 1968, 62 percent of
the women scientists were employed by. educational institutions, and by
1974, ,the proportion had dedined to, 26 percent. There was a similar,
though iess-draniatic, drop for men. The proportion of women working in
business and industry more than doubled between 1968 and 1974, and a
laruer proportion of women were working for Federal, State, 'and Iota'
go'ernments in 1974 than in 1968. During this same period, iDstitutions of
higher education were doing relativelypttie hiring and jobs opened up to
women in bt.isiness and industry.

22 See, for example, National Science Foundation, 'Science Resources Studies Highlights, "Racial
Minorities in the Scientist and Engineer Population," (NSF 75-314), Sept. 19,1975 (Washington,D.C.
20550).
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Conclusions

The data presented indicate that there has been an underutilization
of women in the sciences and engineering. The available data and studies
do not give specific answers as to why women enter professional science

. 'careers to a lesser extent than*, but some inferences can be drawn
from the data. First; until very' recently, women made up less thin one-
tenth of the science labor!force. Thus, science was notperceived as a field
which proyided extensive'o,pportunities for women. Second, lollowup
data for those high school students in 1960 tested as part of Project Talent

° show that science-talented women entered occupations such as social
work, law, nursing, the teaching of high school mathematics and science;
and college Eriglish. These outcomes-geem highly similar to those of the
college senior women. of 1965, which were ,discussed earlier. The
experiences of the latter group suggested that women could be most sure
of career-go'al success if they selected fields traditionall9 associated with
their own sex, such as teaching arid social work. And 'those women who
did prepare for and enter S/E prbfessionswere more likely than their male
counterparts to find themselves working in the academic sector of that

_ field's labor4orce or in the lower levels of the prdession.

With
.

respect to minorities, data indicate that Blacks and Spanish-
. surnamed persons seemed not to have developed those background 4kills

considered important for careers in science to the same extent as other
racial groups and women. This very -likely has produced an underutiliza-
tion in science and engineering of the potential .availahje in the minority

°groups. .

48,
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Opportunities Ahead

The future is likely to bring greater female participation in science.
e NSF recently published projections to 1985 of earned degrees in

sci nce and engineering.23 Theseprojections indicate increasing propor-
tions of women obtaining degrees in science And engineering, and if
recent trends in the labor force participation of women continue, the.
proportion of jobs held by women in science and engineering also will
increase.

The prospects for increasing the representation of minorities,
especially Black and Spanish-surnamed individuals, in the S/E labor force
may not be as favorable as for women. The percentage of these minority
high school 'students in 1975 planning tareers in science was only about
one-half the percentages of White's planning science careers. I n addition,
unlike females, relatively few minorities have developed interests and
background skills needed for career in science prior to college entry.24

'Researchers have pointed out that in 1975,10 percent to 15 percent of
the ethnic minorities group have developed a plausible minimum level of
scientific potential (50 percent of the general population have developed
this level). In order to increase the representation of Blacks in science
fields, the researchers point out that it will be necessary first to identify this
10 percent to 15 percent. Then, special effort,could be made to assist the
individuals in this select group who are interested in a career in science to
achieve their goals. a

Even then, Blacks and Spanish- surnamed individuals are likely to
continue to be underrepresented in science until Methods are developed
to help these minority students develop the needed background skills
prior to high school. The barriers which prevent Blacks equal opportunity
to enter science careers appear to operate primarily before the high
school period. /,

There is much discussion of the effect of science and technology on
. ..

society. Equally important is the conversethe effect of 'society, with, its
beliefs, its traditions, and its myths, on science and on the development of
science and scientists. There have been strong4forces° in our society
unfavorable in subtle and not so subtle ways to the ,develo ment of
science potential, interests, and professional activity among wom and

* -
4 .0

23 National Science Foundation, Projections of Degrees and Enrollment in Scienc and
Engineering Fields to 1985 (NSF 76-301)) (Washington, D.C. 20402: Supt. of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1976.)

" Development of Scientific Careers, op. cit.
\,..s
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minorities. The effect of traditional 'societal roles has been very strong.
Woolen's and minorities' self-concepts are all- irilportant in determining
their career and life ,goals, The fulfillment Of traditional roles for women
and professional potential need not be mutually exclusive, however.
Increasing numbers of women are pursuing education in the sciences,
and generally the more education a woman has, the more sheds apt to be
in the labor force. To fully °utilize the Nation's scientific potential, still
further ways need to be found to make young women with high science
abilities aware that science careers are open to them and to encourage.
them to work at their highest level of skill. Additionally, society must
develogrotays to increase the science potential of racial minorities before
the hi school' years.

'
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Technical Notes

Data Sources ,

Unless otherwis
employment, u
from the Na
was ins

O

Indicated, the data for scientists and engin rs on
ployment, labof forte participation rates, salaries, etc..,, are

al Science Foundation's:Manpower Characteristics System which
ed in July 1972 and became fully operable in 1974. The system is made

up three subsystems; each designed to measure this characteristics of ,a

articular subpopulation. Data , for doctoral scientists and engineers were
obtained by a survey of a sample selected from the Doctoral Roster which is
maintained for the-Foundation by the National Academy of Sciences. TheCensus
Bureau maintains the National Sample of Scientists and Engineers for the
Foundation. This arrangement allOws for periodic surveys of a sample of those
scientists and engineers who were in.the S/E labor force at the time of to I.=
Decennial Census. The third subsystem encompasses the Foundation's New
Entrants survey which obtains data for scientists and engineers who are recent
college.graduates. This subsystem is operated for the Foundation y a private
contractor and includes, for this ieport, new entrants to science and e gineering
from the.graduating classes of 1971, 1972, and 1973.

-Generally the employthent and related data presented in this r ort are
based on tik're sources: the 1973 Survey of Doctbral Scientists and Engin rs; the
1974 Natio* urvey of Scientists and EngineerNational Sample); and t e 1974

,Survey of CCillege-Educated Men and Women (New Entrants Survey).

I nforma n sample size, estimating procedures, standard err rs, etc., or
the National S pte can be found in Characteristics of the Nationa \Sample
Scientists and Engineers; 9974, Part 1. Demographic and Education (NSF 75-333),

24
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December 1975. Similar information for the 1973 Survey of Doctoral Scientis8 and
Engineers may be found in Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in
the United States, 1973 (NSF 75-312);May 1975.

Labor'Force Participation Rates
. ,

In standard labor force analyses, the relevant population or subset of .a
population is comprised of those who are employed, unemployed, and not in the
labor force. The labor force participation rate is merely the ratio of 'those
employed and unemployed divided by the population. That is, LFPR = E + U
where:

LFPR = Labor Force Participation Rate
E = Employment
U = Unemployment
P = Population (Employed, unemployed, and'not in'the labor force)

P

Based on NSF definitions, ho<ever, those who earn bachelor's degrees iniCience
and engineering bufwho have never been employed in science or engineering
occupations are not considered part-oftheS/E labor force. This convention tends
to overweight tne importance of those not in the labor force en computing
labor force participation rates for scientists and engineers.
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